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For forty days the flood kept coming on the
earth, and as the waters increased they lifted
the ark high above the earth. Genesis 7:17
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Letter from the Curate

Despite the cold, wet and windy weather we have had lately, it is lovely
to see as you walk around Hadlow that the signs of spring are beginning
to emerge. The snowdrops, crocuses and daffodils are pushing through
the soil in their own time, adding a splash of colour to the ground. I’m
sure a welcome sight for many, as they bring hope of the spring to come,
of new beginnings, rebirth and better warmer weather. Well let’s hope
so!

When teaching, every Spring term I would read the book “When will it
be Spring” by Catherine Walters. It helped the children explore the
seasonal changes from winter to spring through the eyes of a young bear
called Alfie. Alfie in his excitement and anticipation for Spring found it
difficult to sleep through the winter months as he should. He constantly
woke up and interpreted what he saw outside his cave as signs of spring.
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Each time Mother Bear would tuck him back down into his bed to sleep
asking him to be patient and wait for spring to come. However, when
spring does arrive Alfie is nowhere to be found as he is fast asleep!
But why talk about Alfie and the signs of Spring? Well the church’s
season is changing too as we move into the season of Lent. Like Alfie
wanting Spring to come quickly, we can often feel the urge to race ahead
to the Easter resurrection without really embracing the Lenten process
that leads us there.
Lent reflects the forty days that Jesus wandered in the wilderness,
tempted by Satan, in readiness for an earthly ministry destined to end
in tragedy. Lent provides us with an opportunity to deepen our faith by
engaging in regular discipline or activity, from Ash Wednesday through
to Easter Sunday. We may take up something. Reading the Bible
regularly, joining a Lent Group, engaging with one of the Lent bags or we
may give up something as a personal discipline. The wilderness, the
desert days of Lent, are a way towards spiritual transformation for us
and are a time for us to be patient too and listen for God’s call to us.
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There is a metaphor that Jesus uses in his teaching that may help us to
embrace the wilderness and prevent us from racing to Easter. It is the
metaphor of the seed. To see the metaphor of Christian growth and
spiritual development contained in a seed, helps us is to learn about
change and transformation that takes time, Lenten time.
Seeds Need a Rich Environment. A seed that lacks appropriate soil may
sprout but will quickly die. Even in the best soil, without water and
nutrients, sun and cultivation, plants will decay and spoil. Seeds require
a rich, healthy environment in which to grow and this applies to the
environment in which we grow as Christian disciples. There must be
comfort and security, challenge and inspiration, learning and service
otherwise discipleship growth is stunted, is stagnant, or worse dead. We
can create an environment for our spiritual growth through prayer,
study, worship, fellowship, and service.
Seeds Can't Be Rushed. Sometimes seeds do not grow when we expect
them to. Seeds require the amount of time that they require. In God's
plan, the time things take is the right time. People, however, get
impatient. Our culture puts pressure on us to rush through everything.
We live in an age of instant gratification. Seeds teach us that we need to
learn to wait, to develop patience. Christian formation is a process of
seed like growth. Patience is the key ingredient to transformational
growth.
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All Seeds Grow at Different Rates. Plant a packet of seeds, and you see
the differences in the rate of growth. Some sprout immediately and
begin a steady rate of growth. Late sprouters can often become early
bloomers. Growth is rarely even, and nothing we do will change this.
There is no normal. Where seeds are concerned, we are comfortable
with different rates of development. The seed teaches us that to grow
in faith in different ways at different times is the only true normal.
Change Happens in Stages. The growth of a plant proceeds through
distinct stages. Stages marked by unique characteristics and are a
measure of the well-being of the plant at any given time. Our spiritual
development progresses through stages as well. Belief and inquiry
deepen to devotion and discipleship. Learning and following can evolve
into teaching and leading. Growth within the community of faith
matures to a life of service in the world. We move through ages and
stages of faith development as we grow from seed to sapling to fruitbearing tree.
Seeds Contain the Past and the Future. Each seed is the product of
previous generations and contains within it all the genetic code for the
future. Seeds are filled with the information that yields transformation.
Each generation builds upon the last and lays the foundation for the next
generation. The Word of God is the information we contain, that holds
the power to transform us. When we give ourselves time to grow, we
unleash the God-given power to become growing Christian disciples.
Seeds Have a Purpose Larger than Themselves. Growth is not the
purpose of a seed, but a means to an end. Unless seeds give rise to new
seeds, they fail to fulfil their purpose. Transformation never happens for
its own sake. Change happens to lead us to a new place. Growth occurs
that we might not only know more, but that we might do more. Seeds
are judged, ultimately, on the fruit that they bear. Christians may never
content themselves with growing in their knowledge and love of God.
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Growth that fails to lead to a change in behaviour is not healthy. We
grow for a reason, and that reason is something much larger than any
individual's needs.
The lessons of the seed help us, I hope, to see Lent not as a time of
sacrifice and denial, but as a time of preparation and anticipation. That
takes time and is not to be rushed through or hurried, like Alfie trying to
hurry on spring. It is preparation for the work to which God calls us and
anticipation of the fullness of life that God promises.
I finish with the words written outside the chapel at the Mother House
of the Northumbrian Community which encourage us to stop, rest and
just be. May they be our prayer in this season of Lent.
“Those who lean on Jesus’ breast hear the heartbeat of God”.
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A Little Light Humour

Oh no! Was
that today?!
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A Child's Point of View!
The story of Adam and Eve was being carefully explained
in the children's Sunday School class. Following the story,
the children were asked to draw some picture that would
illustrate the story. Little Bobby drew a picture of a car with
three people in it. In the front seat was a man and in the
back seat, a man and a woman. The teacher was at a loss
to understand how this illustrated the lesson of Adam and
Eve. Little Bobby was prompt with his explanation. "Why,
this is God driving Adam and Eve out of the garden!"
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God speaks your language
February 2020
On 21 February, the UN marks International Mother Language Day. The
day reminds everyone about the role language plays in facilitating
identity, communication and social integration, while recognising its
importance in preserving traditions and valuable memories.
With the ever-increasing impact of globalisation, languages are
increasingly under threat. In fact, every two weeks an indigenous
language disappears, taking with it an entire cultural and intellectual
heritage.

Globally, 40 % of the population cannot access education in a language
they speak or understand. And many, many communities have never
heard the Word of God.
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MAF is working to promote linguistic diversity by providing access to
education and the Bible in the mother tongue of isolated communities
cut off from the outside world. Some of MAF’s earliest flights supported
missionaries working on Bible translation projects in Papua New Guinea
(PNG) over 70 years ago.
In Wanakipa, a bush village deep in the mountains of PNG, Harriette
Knigge is asked for Tok Pisin Bibles as soon as she steps off an MAF plane.
She sets up a stall in the shade and is immediately surrounded by people.
Every Bible is sold within minutes.

Harriette says, ‘We ask for 10 kina, about 2.50 euros per Bible. That’s the
equivalent to half a day’s work – if you have work. Most people in the
bush live from their garden, there is no money here.
‘But it’s not the money people are willing to give that touches me,’
Harriette continues. ‘It is more the overwhelming desire to read God’s
Word. Missionaries give their lifetime to translate the Bible into the local
language.’
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One woman told Harriette, ‘It is so important to hear and read the Bible
in the language of your heart. Because then it is not about the God of
English or the God of Dutch, it is about the God of your own life, the God
who speaks your language.’
Harriette prays for more interpreters to come to PNG to help translate
the Bible into more of the 800 indigenous languages spoken by remote
tribes, so many more people can hear God speak in their language.
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The 2020 UNLOCK Walk – Saturday, 25th April. ‘In the
Shadows of The Tower’ (The Tower of London)
Most people in our Church have now heard of ‘The UNLOCK Walk’.
Many of you have sponsored us and quite a number have joined in the
Walk over the years.
First of all, can I say that the UNLOCK organisation is nothing to do with
Prisons. It is all about:

Unlocking real life stories of urban people
Revealing the Good News of the Down-to-Earth Christ
Releasing life changing skills and confidence
UNLOCK is a small Christian charity that seeks to help churches working
in difficult areas in our inner cities and deprived housing estates. The
charity was started by Bishop Peter Hall in the early 1980s, when he was
Bishop of Woolwich and he saw how many of his churches were
struggling to relate to the people around them, many of whom came
from non-book cultures. He set up the charity to provide some support
with maybe a Christian worker for a short time, and also to produce
materials, using more practical ways of reaching out.
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There is now a small part-time staff working from an office in Sheffield.
The annual walk raises a large part of their income.
About 600-800 people take part in the walk which is always in or around
London. This year’s walk will be the 37th, of which I have done about
30, with friends from various parishes. We walk in our own group and
at our own pace. A sample of areas covered is Lambeth, Hackney,
Clapham, Lewisham, Eltham, Wimbledon, Dollis Hill, Thamesmead,
Brixton, Notting Hill etc. The routes are usually circular, you can start
and stop where you like, there are usually 7 churches to call in at on the
route. The churches may be architectural masterpieces or could be a
small mission hall and of various denominations, where we can get our
maps stamped and find cups of coffee and loos. The length is usually 78 miles and we see both interesting and historical sites, walk through
some of the more deprived areas on the route, look for the answers to
a quiz, if we wish to. Picnic in a park or in a church. Do lots of chatting
and have an unusual and worthwhile day out, seeing parts of London
and some surrounding areas that we would never normally get to. Our
Hadlow group is usually about 30 people, both from Hadlow Church and
other friends who like to join us. It is a money-raising walk and the
generosity of people in our groups from sponsorship or donations has,
for the last 5 years raised over £2,000 a year.
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What about joining us this year? This year’s walk takes place in the
Tower Hamlets area entitled ‘In the shadows of the Tower’. Come and
see the contrasts between the new and the old. Stepney has some of
the most deprived estates in the country. We shall visit 6 churches and,
should you wish, a mosque where they will give us a short tour. I shall
be putting a map on a board at the back of the Church a little later on.
Do have a look. I have copies of the interesting maps available now.
Julia Miles
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Finance note for March 2020 Quarterly News
Q. Why do we give to St. Mary’s? Ans. We care.
We are currently in the throes of finalising the financial accounts for
2019. Not a good year financially, but we did have some highlights,
particularly the Auction of Promises in June and the Harvest of Talents
in October, which raised £1533 and £2133 respectively. Brilliant results
thanks to the Outreach & Fund-Raising team. Nevertheless, we did have
a deficit overall – working to confirm how much.
Some people think that the church is rich, but the truth is that St. Mary’s
has to pay its own way – we receive no funding from government except
Gift Aid or from the diocese. Did you know it cost us on average £262
per day last year1 to keep St. Mary’s running and able to provide all the
activities? Of course, a large part – about half – of the total is simply to
have Paul and Nicky’s ministry in the parish. But we also have our normal
running costs such as electricity, gas, insurance, maintenance, tuning of
the organ, salaries, printing, etc., etc.

This year the daily amount will be less because we can’t meet the full
cost of support from the diocese or to contribute to less well-off
parishes. This hurts the whole church, not just St. Mary’s or Rochester
diocese, because it then has to compromise on delivering its ministry
and teaching to all people everywhere.
1
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Anyway, looking at the finances makes me reflect on why we give. For
me, the main reasons are that I believe in the church, the work it does,
the good people who support it and the ethos it represents – in short,
I/we care about it and want it to continue.
The church calls on us to be generous, not just in giving financially, but
with our time and talents. We at St. Mary’s, do a lot to support people
and organisations outside St. Mary’s, whether in our parish, e.g. Coffee
Pots & Tiny Tots, Café Plus, Holiday at Home, or elsewhere, e.g. the food
bank in Paddock Wood, Children’s Society, Delhi Brotherhood and our
link with Kibakwe, to mention but a few – all making a tangible, positive
difference to people’s lives.
Martin Massy
Treasurer
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Children’s Pages
Can you complete this wordsearch?
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Colour in this beautiful picture
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The Naming of Parts
Today we have naming of parts. Yesterday,
We had daily cleaning. And tomorrow morning,
We shall have what to do after firing. But today,
Today we have naming of parts. Japonica
Glistens like coral in all the neighbouring gardens,
And today we have naming of parts.
This is the lower sling swivel. And this
Is the upper sling swivel, whose use you will see,
When you are given your slings. And this is the piling swivel,
Which in your case you have not got. The branches
Hold in the gardens their silent, eloquent gestures,
Which in our case we have not got.
This is the safety-catch, which is always released
With an easy flick of the thumb. And please do not let me
See anyone using his finger. You can do it quite easy
If you have any strength in your thumb. The blossoms
Are fragile and motionless, never letting anyone see
Any of them using their finger.
And this you can see is the bolt. The purpose of this
Is to open the breech, as you see. We can slide it
Rapidly backwards and forwards: we call this
Easing the spring. And rapidly backwards and forwards
The early bees are assaulting and fumbling the flowers:
They call it easing the Spring.
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They call it easing the Spring: it is perfectly easy
If you have any strength in your thumb: like the bolt,
And the breech, the cocking-piece, and the point of balance,
Which in our case we have not got; and the almond blossom
Silent in all of the gardens and the bees going backwards and forwards,
For today we have the naming of parts.
bn1914 – 1986

Submitted by Pippa May
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Golden Green’s Mission Church
Kelly’s Directories for 1878, 1882, 1887 and 1891 state ‘There is an iron
church at Golden Green in connection with the parish church’ but no
mention of this after 1895. The Parish Council minutes of 1971 report
that the old Wesleyan Chapel at Golden Green is now owned by
Crystalate (a former business in Golden Green}. The Historical Society
have black and white photos thought to be this chapel. It would seem
that it was demolished and the land used for housing.
St Mary’s Church magazine records that the vicar, Rev Sinclair Howard
Monypenny, had felt for some time that a Mission Room was urgently
needed at Golden Green. A number of bazaars and other fund-raising
events were held throughout the year and Sir O E Goldsmid gave the
site, opposite the Bell. The opening service at St Mary’s Mission was
held on 22nd October 1913. Gifts of communion vessels by Mrs Hervey
and a brass book desk (lectern?) were received, plus a second-hand bell.
Funds were made to pay for an organ, with Mrs Davis the organist.

View of hall and Methodist Church C1916
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In 1924 it was decided to buy an ‘army hut’ to enlarge the
accommodation. This was delivered in March 1925 (in pieces) and
opened in October. In October 1926 a piano was bought. Activities
taking place at that time included a Hoppers Hospital run by a local
nurse, boys and men’s clubs, dances and whist drives, plus the neverending round of fund-raising events. Gifts of a violet altar frontal,
lectern bible and kneeling mat were reported in January 1934 and a new
organ bought in 1934. Later reports include a boxing display and a
football team, also complaints about remarks and noise outside the
church from young men and later ‘Girls Club given another trial on
condition that there is no repetition of last year’s nonsense or
rudeness!!’ In 1938 – I wonder what that was about.

Victoria Road and Golden Green Hall C1930

The church magazines after 1938 have not survived, but there is a
register of services with the inscription ‘St Mary’s Mission Golden
Green. In the Year of Jubilee 1938 John Saint Nicholas being Lay Reader
in Charge’. The register begins with services for the Dedication Festival
Jubilee, including a Children’s Service at 3pm and Festal Evensong at
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6.30pm, both conducted by John St Nicholas on 23rd October. The Vicar
held a Festal Evensong on the 27th October, followed by a social. On
Sunday, October 30th, the Vicar held a Mass and Holy Communion at
7am, with 20 communicants, a special children’s service at 3pm and
Festal Evensong at 6.30pm, both conducted by John St. Nicholas. He
took all services except for Holy Communion. The register shows that
the Catechism was taught most Sunday afternoons, with Evensong,
occasional children’s services or combined Evensong and children’s
services. The Vicar came for 7am Holy Communion roughly every two
months. On 13th August 1939 the Rev J. J. Evans, a former Lay Reader,
preached on his work in Canada.
From 28th August Intercessions for Peace were held each evening and
later Litany on Tuesdays and Thursdays – it would appear that this
carried on throughout the War. On 3rd September an afternoon service
was held for refugee children evacuated to Golden Green and a
‘crowded’ Evensong took place at 6.30pm. There was a ‘great addition
of evacuees’ at the children’s service on 17th September. A club and
canteen for troops in Golden Green opened on 3rd March 1940. The new
organ was used at the Mothering Sunday service. Open air services were
held in Hadlow on 23rd June, 14th July, and 18th August 1940.
On 18th August the Litany took place at 7pm after an air raid over Hadlow
and Golden Green, the village having been machine gunned and bombs
dropped. Air raids stopped or interrupted services on August 25th and
September 1st, 15th and 22nd. The Litany time was changed to 4pm
because of the blackout. On 24th November 20 boys from Hadlow Place
came to a service for the first time. Hadlow Place was used for a boys’
home until the 1950s and former residents or their descendants have
visited the village over the years, with one recording his experiences,
including his attending St Mary’s and the mission church.
A service of Carols and Nine Lessons was held on 22nd December 1940
with readings by Arthur Bramley, Percy Sellings, Marjorie Gardener, Wm
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Barnett, J. Thompson, C Bagshaw, Robin Pierce, Bernard Norman and
John St Nicholas. On Christmas Day there was a service at the Crib and
at Epiphany a Procession with gifts for the Children’s Hospital. At the
end of February John St Nicholas left to become warden of the
Fellowship of St Christopher.
A new page in the register has the heading
‘Charles William Bagshaw resumed duty having formerly held
this charge
1928-33, subsequently serving in Honorary Capacity in Dioceses
Chester,
Glasgow, Galloway and St Andrews’
His first service was on 2nd March, with a subsequent pattern of
catechism and Evensong, with the Vicar taking the occasional Holy
Communion at 7am. Six boys from Hadlow Place joined the choir for
Evensong on 30th March. A Rogation procession through the village took
place on 18th May and a procession in church on 17th August in honour
of Our Lady. A Harvest Service was held on 12th October. At Christmas
boys from Hadlow Place went carol singing on two evenings raising
£2.19s.0d and a service of Carols and Lessons took place on 28 th
December.
1942 saw nine candidates from Golden Green confirmed at St Mary’s on
8th February and a procession with incense on 16th August ‘in honour of
Lady Day in Harvest’. Services through the year were 3pm for children
and 6.30pm Evensong, plus a monthly Mass by the Vicar at 7am –
attendance 10-17 communicants. The Reader and the Mission Choir
attended a Day of National Prayer and Dedication at St Mary’s on 4 th
September and Service of Remembrance on 8th November. Mr Bagshaw
was licensed at Rochester on 22nd November.
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In late 1942 and early 1943 there were meetings of the Servers Guild,
followed by tea in the hall. In March 1943 the Reader was ill and would
seem to have taken his last service in May. The Register begins again on
5th September with Sunday School and Evensong taken by C L Clements,
with the Vicar holding Holy Communion at 9.30am on some
Thursdays. 1944 saw Douglas Gibson taking services from FebruaryApril, then two services each by Charles Bagshaw and John St
Nicholas. Eric Wallace took over in June, and mentions the regular
Thursday Litany. He was licensed at Rochester Cathedral on 18 th
November 1944, with Mr Bagshaw present. There was a farewell service
for him on 31st December.

Golden Green from the air 1950s or 1960s

Mr Bagshaw conducted a special Thanksgiving Service on May 13th 1945
but after that the only services shown are monthly Holy Communion by
the Vicar, but just a handful of people attended. The register finishes on
7th June 1950. The Vicar, Rev. C.H. Underhill, began a new register on
14th July 1957, with weekly Evensong and monthly Holy Communion.
Sunday School began again in June 1959. All services would seem to
have been conducted by Mr Underhill, until he left end 1960, when the
Rev. C W Barsley took over. Services seem to follow the previous
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pattern, plus baptisms on three occasions, although Sunday School
seemed to cease in 1962 and was replaced by a children’s
service. Special services were held for Harvest Festival and Christmas,
but there is no additional information and the last entry is 24th August
1965. After this time details of services at Golden Green are included in
the St Mary’s Registers.

Golden Green Hall and Bingo Club C2000

Parish Council minutes show that the village hall part – presumably the
original army hut, was dismantled in 1970. The PCC, Sir Henry d’Avigdor
Goldsmid and the Parish Council all agreed to the hall having a dual
purpose, with PCC control and in December 1975 the lease was signed
for it to be used as a community centre. In 2000 lengthy negotiations
began with the PCC, Parish Council, Golden Green Association and the
Charity Commissioners about the future of the building, with the PCC
being represented by David Gater. Eventually on 24 th September 2003,
a lease was signed, including a clause concerning services. The building
was extensively renovated and made into a pleasant venue. Nowadays
coffee mornings take place on Tuesdays, the W.I. and various other
groups hold meetings there, and the Parish Council meet there three
times a year. It is the venue for the Retirees’ New Year Lunch and other
events. A highlight of Golden Green year is the Carol Service, which this
year raised £80 for Hospice in the Weald. It is hoped to provide a regular
church service in the near future.
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Golden Green Hall C2020

It will probably come as a surprise to some of you to learn that this
building is listed Grade II as an early corrugated iron chapel, but as the
description mentions the 1891 Kelly directory entry and dates it as late
C19, the Inspector may well have confused the two chapels. There is
no doubt that it has been and remains a very important asset for Golden
Green.

Anne Hughes
Photographs provided by Roger Stanley
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Submitted by Roi Arden
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Important Notice
A Draft of a Recycling Plan for St Mary's Hadlow.
In the kitchen there is a RED RECTANGULAR PLASTIC CONTAINER.
Please rinse these items and put them, loose in the red container:
-

glass bottles & jars (any colour)
plastic bottles, clear or coloured (e.g. Cleaning product bottles)
plastic pots & tubs (e.g. Butter, yoghurt, ice cream)
plastic food trays & punnets (e.g. Meat, ready meals, fruit & veg)
But NO BLACK TRAYS ETC
- aluminium foil & foil food trays
- cans (e.g. Drink cans) EMPTY PLEASE
- aerosols EMPTY PLEASE
In the GREEN BOX, which is just inside the main door, near the font.
There are also boxes for the Food Bank. They should all be clearly
marked. Please put in the Green Box:
- leaflets, notices and circulars that are out of date
- paper used in the Sunday Clubs
- used envelopes from the collection
- gift wrap BUT NOT ANY THAT HAVE METALLIC DECORATION
- corrugated cardboard
- large cardboard boxes can be flattened and put out with the Green
Box on Collection Day. Please remove tape where possible.
PLEASE do not leave any batteries anywhere in or around the church.
They can be extremely dangerous for children.
ALL THE ABOVE IS COLLECTED ONCE EVERY TWO WEEKS, ON
RECYCLING DAY
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THE WEEKS WHEN THERE ISN’T A RECYCLING COLLECTION, THE REFUSE
BIN, WHICH IS BLACK, IS COLLECTED
Please put in the BLACK BIN :
- cartons (eg juice/soup)
- cling film & plastic wrapping
- crisp packets/sweet wrappers
- black plastic trays
- plastic bags/plastic pouches
- nappies/sanitary items
If you are unable to work out what should or should not go where, please
don’t worry. To begin with, we will need a ‘Don’t Know Department’. As
and when we’re using the system as the Tonbridge and Malling Borough
Council has set out in various leaflets (which is where I’ve drawn all this
information from, leaving out what doesn’t apply, or may apply later)
the huge, great swing bin in the kitchen …. … will not be swinging that
much.
Thank you for taking time to have a look at this. I believe that every
single effort that is made by anyone, will produce a tiny little bit of
income for our local Council, so that they can spend our money on
something useful, perhaps even beautiful, for us all to enjoy.
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There are some areas that will take more time to work out, such as
- food waste, including tea bags and coffee grounds
- paper plates, cups
- plastic knives, forks etc
- paper towels
Useful Containers with Well-fitting Lids
Some useful pots to put things in, please
If you have plastic containers, with lids that fit, please would you either
give them to me, or put them in a large, labelled carrier bag, which, with
Nicky’s agreement, I’ll put in the area under the lady chapel stairs, where
there are bags of wool etc They can be of various sizes, small ones that
would hold just one piece of cake, or a few biscuits, up to ice cream or
margarine tubs, which could hold, say, a dozen scones or rock cakes, or
even a whole cake.
Please, not containers that have been used for fish, meat or chicken etc.
Thank you very much.

And one little saying :
I think it was Mother Theresa of Calcutta who said :
“I cannot do great things, only little things, with great love.”
Pippa May
01732 503725

Email : pippa_may779@hotmail.com
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Upcoming Events / Dates for your Diary
Event
Lent Course

Date(s)
Begins
Thursday
27th
February
Friday 6th
March 10 –
11.15am

Where
St Mary’s

‘Focus on
Faith’ Ladies’
Bible Day

Wednesday
18th March,
9.15am2.15pm

Ryarsh
Village Hall

Mothering
Sunday Family
Communion
Service
Messy Church

Sunday 22nd
March 10am

St Mary’s

Sunday 29th
March 3.30
– 5,30pm
Palm Sunday
5th April
Sunday 26th
April,
11.45am
Sunday 17th
May 3pm

St Mary’s

World Day of
Prayer 2020

Fauré
Requiem
Annual Parochial Church
meeting
Concert:
Bacchus Wind
Orchestra

Tonbridge
Methodist
Church,
Higham
Lane

St Mary’s

Contact / Details
Every Thursday at 1pm
(light lunch at 12.30pm) or
Saturday 8am (with bacon
roll)
Christians throughout the
world will pray at a service
prepared by women in
Zimbabwe; theme: Rise!
Take your Mat and Walk.
Followed by refreshments.
Speaker: Jean Kerr. Good
teaching, good singing.
good soup & sandwich
lunch. £10. Contact Julia
Miles.
With flowers and Hadlow
School choir.

Games, craft activities,
informal worship and tea.
All welcome.
Evening.

St Mary’s

St Mary’s
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A concert of classical
music and suites from film
scores.

Weekly / Monthly Events / Church Services
(In St Mary’s unless otherwise stated)
Holy Communion
Parish Eucharist
Holy Communion
Morning Prayer
Messy Church

Sundays 8am
Sundays 10am
Wednesdays 9.30am
Mon, Tues, Thurs 9am
Every two months approx. See
weekly news sheet or Hadlow
Newsletter for dates.
Coffee Pots and Tiny Tots
Wednesdays 10am - 12pm
Who Let the Dads Out
Second Saturday of every month
10am for dads with their under
six year olds
Saturday Coffee
Third Saturday of every month
10am-12pm downstairs in St
Mary’s. Coffee, chat and homemade cakes and produce.
Choir Practice
Friday 7.15pm (new singers
always welcome)
Café Plus
Every second Wednesday.
Tea/coffee, chat and craft
Friends Together
Second Monday of every month
12.45pm (For those who have
been bereaved. Two course
lunch provided.)
For further details of church events see St Mary’s website
www.stmaryshadlow.org.uk

Wishing all Quarterly News readers a
fulfilling Lent and a joyful Easter!
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All articles published in this Quarterly Newsletter represent the personal views
of the author and are not to be taken as the official position of St Mary's Church
or the Church of England. If you disagree with anything printed in these pages
please write your own letter or article in response setting out why you
disagree. The Church encompasses a wide range of views on many issues
and we would be more than happy to see a healthy debate on those issues
flourish in this publication.
If you would like to contribute to St Mary’s Quarterly News, please contact the
editor: evegriffiths41@gmail.com
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